MUTUALITY OF REMEDY IN CALIFORNIA UNDER CIVIL CODE SECTION 3386

California Civil Code section 3386 provides that:

Neither party to an obligation can be compelled specifically to perform it, unless the other party thereto has performed, or is compelled specifically to perform, everything to which the former is entitled under the same obligation, either completely or nearly so, together with full compensation for any want of entire performance.

This statute codifies the doctrine of negative mutuality developed by the English text writer, Lord Justice Fry, after his analysis of the English chancery cases. Almost since its inception, Fry’s doctrine has been severely criticized. The purpose of this note is not to add one more voice criticizing Fry’s doctrine of mutuality of remedy; rather, it is to discuss the situations where California Civil Code section 3386 has been in issue and to review critically the results achieved in each situation. It is anticipated that by doing so, a recommendation can be made on whether the law should be retained, modified or rejected.

Acceptance and Criticism of Fry’s Doctrine

According to one writer, there never was the slightest reason for the doctrine of mutuality of remedy. Yet it had a plausible sound and therefore was readily adopted by the American courts. Until 1900, the courts, almost without exception, applied the doctrine.

---

1 The doctrine of mutuality of performance has both a positive and a negative aspect. In its positive aspect, mutuality requires that the plaintiff should be granted specific performance if the defendant would have been granted specific performance. In the negative aspect is embodied the principle that the plaintiff should be denied specific performance if the defendant could not have obtained it against the plaintiff. Civil Code section 3386 concerns the negative aspect of the mutuality rule. Therefore, all references made in this note to the doctrine of mutuality of remedy refer to negative mutuality, not to positive mutuality.

2 Fry stated his doctrine as follows: “A contract to be specifically enforced by the court, must be mutual,—that is to say, such that it might, at the time it was entered into, have been enforced by either of the parties against the other of them. Whenever, therefore, whether from personal incapacity, the nature of the contract, or any other cause, the contract is incapable of being enforced against one party, that party is equally incapable of enforcing it against the other, though its execution in the latter way might in itself be free from the difficulty, attending its execution in the former.” E. Fry, Specific Performance of Contracts 133 (3d ed. 1858).

3 Ames, Mutuality In Specific Performance, 3 Colum. L. Rev. 1 (1903); Durfee, Mutuality In Specific Performance, 20 Mich. L. Rev. 289 (1921); Stone, The "Mutuality" Rule In New York, 16 Colum. L. Rev. 443 (1916).

4 W. Walsh, A Treatise On Equity 343 (1930).

5 Id.

6 See generally Lewis, Specific Performance of Contracts—Defense of Lack of Mutuality (pis. 1–6), 49 Am. L. Reg. 270, 383, 447, 507 (1901); 50 id. at 281, 329 (1902); Lewis, Specific Performance of Contracts Perfecting Title After Suit Has Begun, 50 Am. L. Reg. 523 (1902); Lewis, The Present Status
Thus a party who sought specific enforcement of a contract and whose remedy at law was inadequate (thereby satisfying the preliminary requirement which brought him within equitable cognizance) was required to show that the situation for which he sought relief met the requirement of mutuality of remedy. If he could not, he was left to his remedy at law, which by definition was inadequate.

However, as fact situations arose where a strict application of the rule would precipitate harsh and inequitable decisions, the courts refused to follow the doctrine in certain cases. Many exceptions to the rule thus were developed. The rule also became the subject of vigorous attacks by scholars. Langdell referred to the doctrine as being “obscure in principle and extent.” Lewis made an elaborate review of the cases and concluded that in all of them the application of the doctrine had resulted in a manifest denial of justice. Ames, who rejected the rule of mutuality of remedy as being inaccurate and misleading, suggested a rule of mutuality of performance which he stated as follows:

Equity will not compel specific performance by a defendant if, after performance, the common law remedy of damages would be his sole security for the performance of the plaintiff’s side of the contract. Durfee joined the others and advocated that the courts should not be concerned with absolute mutuality, but should allow the doctrine to be one of the factors to be considered in balancing the equities between the parties. This theory was also advanced by Walsh.

Today the doctrine survives in varying degrees across the United States. The majority of jurisdictions hold that it is fundamental that before specific performance will be granted mutuality of remedy must exist. However, numerous courts have preferred Durfee’s
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theory that mutuality is merely a discretionary tool to be used in balancing the equities.\textsuperscript{18} In an increasing number of jurisdictions the doctrine of mutuality has been expressly repudiated.\textsuperscript{19} Where this is so, specific performance will be granted whenever the decree will operate to give both parties the benefits of the contract.

Although there is a split of authority, it can be said that a substantial number of jurisdictions concur with California in holding that mutuality of remedy is essential to the successful maintenance of a suit for specific performance.\textsuperscript{20} However, it does not follow that a rule is sound merely because it is adhered to in a substantial number of jurisdictions. Such a determination depends upon an analysis of the results achieved when the rule is applied. If the rule does not operate unreasonably to deprive the plaintiff of his bargained-for performance, but does operate to guarantee that the defendant shall not later be harmed by granting specific performance against him, the rule should be retained. If this is not the result, it should be rejected or modified.

Two questions are relevant in an analysis of California’s application of Civil Code section 3386: In what factual situations has Civil Code section 3386 been an issue? What have been the accompanying results?

Where the Plaintiff Has Substantially Performed

A major exception to the doctrine of mutuality of remedy that applies to all factual situations is provided in Civil Code section 3392. This statute provides as follows:

Specific performance cannot be enforced in favor of a party who has not fully and fairly performed all the conditions precedent on his part to the obligation of the other party, except where his failure to perform is only partial, and either entirely immaterial, or capable of being fully compensated, in which case specific performance may be


\textsuperscript{20} Cases cited note 17 supra.
compelled, upon full compensation being made for the default. Thus, where the plaintiff has substantially performed, the doctrine of mutuality will not be invoked to deny him specific performance. 21 It has been held that when the plaintiff agrees to pave a street 22 or to render professional services 23 in exchange for an interest in land, he may obtain a decree of specific performance under this statute, so long as he has substantially performed.

In many cases, the courts have reached the same result without relying upon Civil Code section 3392. 24 The courts have held that where the plaintiff has substantially performed personal services and the only impediment to full performance is impossibility due to the forces of nature 25 or due to the defendant’s breach, 26 the doctrine of mutuality of remedy does not apply. The reasoning here is that, although the contract could not have been specifically enforced when it was executed, it could be so enforced if it were fully performed by the plaintiff. Since his performance was prevented by something beyond the plaintiff’s control, “it must be considered to have been sufficiently performed, within the meaning of Civil Code section 3386 . . . .” 27 A close reading of Civil Code section 3386 justifies this result; the section does not require full performance in all instances, provided there is nearly full performance and “full compensation for want of entire performance . . . .” 28

Both the statutory exception and the court-made exception are reasonable. In such situations, the defendant has received substantially all the benefits of his bargain, and should the plaintiff later fail to perform the remainder of the contract, it is quite likely that damages could adequately compensate the defendant for the small measure of performance he did not receive. Even if the defendant’s remedy were not entirely adequate, it is not nearly so inadequate as that of the plaintiff. Since the plaintiff has received none of the unique benefits of the contract, any damages he would receive in an action at law would be inadequate. The defendant has received substantially all the benefits for which he contracted, making his remedy at law only slightly inadequate. Also, the past conduct of the plaintiff indicates his good faith, since he has substantially performed his part of the bargain. Although his past good faith does not guarantee that he will continue to perform, it does appear extremely unlikely that he would breach the contract after the jurisdiction of the court is removed. For these reasons it seems apparent that the defendant will suffer no injustice by the court enforcing the contract against him, and specific performance is properly granted in such cases.

As was previously mentioned, substantial performance is a major exception to the doctrine of mutuality of remedy. Therefore, the

---

22 Id.
23 Howard v. Throckmorton, 48 Cal. 482 (1874).
27 Id. at 370, 150 P.2d at 505.
following discussion is predicated upon the assumption that there has not been substantial performance.

Where the Performance on the Part of the Plaintiff Is Impossible

A request for specific performance has been denied where the action of a third party has made the plaintiff's performance impossible. In such a case, the equities are with the defendant, since to require him to perform would leave no hope that he would receive his bargain performance. Specific performance is likewise denied where the plaintiff's performance requires action by third persons. Here too it is correct to deny this extraordinary relief, since the defendant would have but a bare hope that the counter performance would be received. Equity tries to avoid such situations and the application of Civil Code section 3386 achieves this just result, because it requires that the plaintiff's performance be specifically enforceable.

Where the Performance by the Plaintiff Was Impossible at the Time the Contract Was Executed but Is Possible at the Time of Suit

In California and most other states the appropriate time for determining whether a contract lacks mutuality of remedy is at the time its enforcement is sought and not the time of its execution. It follows that if the plaintiff can perform at the time he filed the action, the fact that his performance was impossible when the contract was made should not bar his action for specific performance. This has been the result in the cases that have dealt with the problem.

In some of these cases, the defendant knew when the contract was executed that the plaintiff could not then perform. The courts indicated that because of this knowledge on the part of the defendant they would make an exception to the doctrine of mutuality of remedy, apparently on the theory that it was a risk assumed by the defendant. While the result is correct, this theory is unsound.

Civil Code section 3386 contains no exception for a defendant who had knowledge that the plaintiff's performance was impossible when the contract was formed. Instead, all the statute requires is that it be possible to assure the plaintiff's performance by a decree of specific performance. By judicial interpretation, the assurance must be at the time of suit. Therefore, what occurred before the filing of the suit is of no consequence. The result is a desirable one, since each party is assured of receiving the performance for which he contracted.

Where the Defendant Cannot Compel Specific Performance Because of His Own Fault

It is well established that the doctrine of mutuality of remedy does not apply where specific performance is unavailable to the defendant due to his own fault. This was the law in California until the much criticized case of Linehan v. Devincenzo. In that case, the court denied a vendee specific performance because his vendor could not have specifically enforced the contract, due to a defect in his title. The court allowed the defendant "to plead his own fault as a reason for refusing to enforce the contract as far as it may yet be performed." Fortunately, the case was overruled by Miller v. Dyer, where a buyer sought specific performance and abatement of a contract to sell land against his seller who had an imperfect title. The seller contended that since he could not have forced the defective title upon an unwilling buyer, mutuality of remedy was lacking and specific performance must be denied. The court, in granting specific performance and abatement, held that what was said in Linehan v. Devincenzo "was not necessary to the decision of the case" and was "without support of the authorities." Thus, this well-established exception to the doctrine of mutuality was returned to California.

Where the Plaintiff Is Seeking To Exercise an Option Granted by the Defendant

A universally recognized exception to the doctrine of mutuality is the conditional or option contract. The California courts hold that if the party to whom the offer is made accepts within the allotted time, there is a mutual contract which he may then enforce, although he himself could not have been proceeded against for specific per-

---

35 Cases cited note 30 supra.
36 G. Clark, supra note 9, § 173; J. Pomeroy, supra note 8, § 434.
38 E.g., Comment, Specific Performance of Contracts for the Sale of Land with Abatement of Purchase Price for Defects and Deficiencies in the Vendor's Title, 16 Cal. L. Rev. 541, 543 (1928).
39 170 Cal. 307, 149 P. 584 (1915).
40 Comment, supra note 38.
41 20 Cal. 2d 526, 127 P.2d 901 (1942).
42 Id. at 530, 127 P.2d at 903.
43 Id.
44 G. Clark, supra note 9, § 178; J. Pomeroy, supra note 8, at 169.
formance prior to his acceptance. Invariably it is a contract of sale of land or unique chattels. If the offeree’s consideration is the payment of money and/or the giving of security, the performance of which can be enforced in equity, the court will grant the offeree specific performance. However, the courts will refuse specific performance if the offeree’s consideration is to render personal services. In either situation, the fact that the contract grew out of an option agreement is of no importance, for it is the rights and duties of the parties under the resulting contract that determine whether either party may obtain its specific performance. Therefore, option contracts, although stated to be an exception to the doctrine of mutuality, appear to be an exception without legal significance.

Where the Plaintiff Has Not Complied with the Statute of Frauds

Mutuality of remedy will be found where a contract within the Statute of Frauds is oral or is written but unsigned by the plaintiff, if the plaintiff has substantially performed, has partially performed, has offered to perform, or has brought an action to compel performance. In each of these situations the exception is justified, since the defendant is assured that the plaintiff will not resort to the defense of the Statute of Frauds, but will perform. It then seems probable that the plaintiff will fulfill his obligations under the contract because he has manifested his intention to perform by bringing suit and because he has partially performed, substantially performed, or offered to perform. With the plaintiff’s performance thus assured, the courts may reasonably take the position that mutuality exists. Obviously, none of the above exceptions to the doctrine of mutuality apply where the party signing the contract has withdrawn therefrom before the tender of performance or commencement of the suit by the party who did not comply with the Statute of Frauds, because there does not then exist the degree of performance required to give rise to the exceptions.

48 See Note, 13 Columbia L. Rev. 737, 738 (1913).
53 Austin, Mutuality of Remedy in Ohio: A Journey From Abstraction to Particularism, 28 Ohio St. L.J. 629, 643 (1967).
Where the Plaintiff Has the Option To Terminate the Contract at Will or Upon Short Notice

Based on the equitable doctrine that equity will not do a vain thing, equity will not grant a decree of specific performance which could later be made nugatory by action of the parties. Thus, if the defendant has the option to terminate the contract at will or with notice, a decree of specific performance will not be granted. This is quite rational so far as it pertains to the defendant's right to terminate. But "[p]artly from confusion with this principle, partly for alleged lack of mutuality, specific performance has been refused in a number of cases because the plaintiff had a power given him under the contract to terminate it after a certain time . . . ." This result has been severely criticized. Nevertheless, the California cases have uniformly held that a contract giving such a power to the plaintiff to terminate at will or with notice will not be specifically enforced. The result is an unreasonable one. The plaintiff sues for a decree of specific performance to obtain the benefits of the contract, not to bring the benefits to an end as soon as the decree is granted. Can it be said that such a decree is nugatory? Second, the doctrine of mutuality does not demand that each party benefit equally, but only that they have equal remedies. Third, is it fair to allow the defendant to raise as a defense a clause that he assented to, thereby requiring the plaintiff to sue at law for damages which by definition are inadequate, when it is probable that the plaintiff has given additional consideration for the power to terminate? Since the result cannot be supported by reason and operates to deny the plaintiff the benefits for which he has contracted, the doctrine should be sparingly applied in such cases. Only in those rare situations where it might create a hardship on the defendant's part should the doctrine be applied. In all other cases, reason should rule and the doctrine should not.

Where the Contract Requires Performance on the Part of the Plaintiff That Has Traditionally Been Beyond Equity's Jurisdiction

The cases within this category most vividly portray the inequitable results that follow from a strict application of the doctrine of negative mutuality. Within this category we find contracts requiring the plaintiff to perform construction work or to perform personal

---
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62 S. Williston, supra note 56, § 1442.
services for an indefinite period of time. Since Civil Code section 3386 requires that the plaintiff be "compellable specifically to perform, everything" and since performance of this nature has traditionally been considered by equity to be beyond its power to compel, it necessarily follows that the court will deny specific performance to the plaintiff in these cases. The problem, as will be seen, is not the inability of the court to guarantee that the plaintiff will perform, but the inability to guarantee such performance by a decree of specific performance. In most cases the result is a harsh one.

Pacific Electric Railway Co. v. Campbell-Johnston is a classic example of the injustice that results from such a strict application of the doctrine. In that case the defendant agreed to convey to the plaintiff a right of way over land that separated Los Angeles and Pasadena. In return, the plaintiff promised to construct, maintain, and operate a railroad between Los Angeles and Pasadena. After the plaintiff had performed the major part of its obligation by constructing and operating its line from said cities to the boundaries on either side of the land in question, the defendant refused to permit any construction over the lands. In denying a decree of specific performance, the court said, "neither the refusal of the defendants to permit construction over their lands, nor the willingness of the plaintiff to do so have any bearing in the application of the equitable principle that where there is no mutuality of remedy there can be no decree for specific performance." The court then went on to discuss the application of Civil Code section 3386, holding that the test is "if it appears that the right to this remedy is not reciprocal, it is not available to either party . . ." This is the spirit and literal meaning of Civil Code section 3386 and consequently it is not unnatural that the court reached such an unjust decision.

The decision was unjust, not only because the result was harsh, but also because it is not supported by reason. What harm might come to the defendant by specifically enforcing the contract against him? The plaintiff has demonstrated his willingness to perform by bringing suit and also by completing a major part of the continuous line and operating it up to the boundaries of the defendant's land. Certainly the plaintiff has a strong economic interest in carrying out the contract, due to his extensive investment of funds and labor and to the fact that it would have been wasteful to reroute the railway. With such an economic interest, his default appears extremely unlikely. Therefore, the defendant was assured of receiving the performance for which he had contracted. Even if the court still doubted that the plaintiff's performance would be forthcoming, it could have issued a conditional decree providing that the deed would be delivered upon the completion of the line across the defendant's land.

Unfortunately, such decisions are not rare under California Civil Code section 3386. In other cases the courts, relying upon this code section, have denied specific performance where the plaintiff per-
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formed extensive construction work and all that remained to be done was the making of a doorway or the construction of a stairway, neither requiring very much time nor effort. These cases did not come within the substantial performance exception. Since the plaintiff has demonstrated his good faith by partly performing, it is highly improbable that he will breach the contract once the jurisdiction of the court is lifted. Even if the plaintiff did refuse to perform, the defendant’s remedy at law would be adequate, for he could have the stairway or doorway completed by another and sue the plaintiff for the appropriate damages. However, the plain meaning of Civil Code section 3386 demands that specific performance be denied, since the plaintiff’s performance may not be assured by a decree of specific performance. With this clear and unambiguous rule of law glaring at the courts, it is not difficult to understand how they are forced to render such inequitable decisions. The courts have been so influenced by the literal meaning of Civil Code section 3386 that they have even refused to grant a conditional decree, which appears to be a practicable method to guarantee the plaintiff’s performance. Yet these results may be expected, so long as California has a statute demanding such decisions.

Where the plaintiff is not required to build, but to perform personal services for an indefinite time, the courts have consistently denied specific performance. An example is a contract requiring the plaintiff to care for an aged defendant until the defendant’s death, in return for the defendant’s promise to devise his property to the plaintiff. Another example is contracts requiring the plaintiff to organize and promote a corporation for the development of natural resources and to receive land or stocks in return. A possible answer in these situations would be to require the defendant to place the deed in escrow with instructions that it not be delivered until the plaintiff has performed. However, the courts have not adopted this approach, but instead they have denied equitable relief, thereby forcing the plaintiff to accept an inadequate remedy at law. Such a result is required under the clear meaning of Civil Code section 3386, there being no authority in the statute for the court to guarantee the plaintiff’s performance in any manner other than by a decree of specific performance. This strait-jacket statute obviously deters the

71 Discussed in the text following footnote 21 supra. It is possible that some of the reasoning that supported the substantial performance exception is equally applicable to the factual situations discussed above.
72 Austin, supra note 53, at 636.
77 Cases cited notes 74 & 75 supra.
courts from protecting the defendant in any other manner, such as by a conditional decree or the posting of a security bond.

Conclusion

In all of the above situations, the exceptions to Civil Code section 3386 have been justified, because the defendant is assured of the plaintiff's performance; therefore, no injustice is done to the defendant by specifically enforcing the contract against him. But as was discussed, the courts, by enforcing Civil Code section 3386 to the letter, have in numerous other cases failed to realize that no injustice would come to the defendant by specifically enforcing the contract against him, since he was or could be substantially assured that the plaintiff would perform. Logic demands that whenever the plaintiff's performance is assured, specific performance should be granted whether the case comes within one of the exceptions to the doctrine of mutuality or not.

It is submitted that more equitable results can be achieved only by the repeal of Civil Code section 3386. But the mere repeal of this statute will not assure the judicial death of Fry's doctrine, since the doctrine is so well established in California. Therefore, in its place should be substituted a law that embodies the advantages of the old law and none of the unjust consequences that have been described in this note. The following would accomplish this result:

Specific performance may properly be refused if a significant part of the agreed exchange for the performance to be compelled is as yet unperformed and its concurrent or future performance is not well secured or can not be secured to the satisfaction of the court.78

If such a provision were in the California Civil Code, specific performance could be granted, although the plaintiff had not completed the railway, stairway, or doorway. This result would be reached because the factual situation clearly indicates that the plaintiff has such an economic interest in the completion of the work that it would be prodigal for him not to complete his performance. In other situations, the past conduct of the plaintiff would provide the necessary assurance. If this were not sufficient, the court could require the plaintiff to post a security bond or could issue a conditional decree. Perhaps the only complaint with such a statute is that it could not act retroactively to cure the harsh results that have followed from the application of Civil Code section 3386.

James D. Cox*
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78 This recommendation was derived from the Restatement of Contracts § 373 (1932), with modifications being made to accomplish the desired results discussed in the text. The California Supreme Court indicated this is the appropriate guideline when Justice Gibson said: "[T]he only important consideration is whether a court of equity which is asked to specifically enforce a contract against the defendant is able to assure that he will receive the agreed performance from the plaintiff." Ellis v. Milheis, 60 Cal. 2d 206, 215, 32 Cal. Rptr. 415, 420, 384 P.2d 7, 12 (1963). However, this was dictum, since the case fell within one of the exceptions to the doctrine of negative mutuality.
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